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Awestruck by the phoenix
Dr. Skowron Olortegui was born in Poland and 
moved to the United States with her parents when 
she was just eight years old. She and her family 
settled in Hampshire, a small town just outside 
Chicago. “It was a very peaceful life out there,” 
she said. “You know, there were more farmers in 
my school than anyone else.”

It was through conversations with her father 
that she discovered the University of Chicago, 
as he hailed it as a magical place where only the 
brightest and most brilliant minds came together. 
It clearly made an impression on her, as her 
wonderment grew enormously; she excitedly 
leapt into a dreamy state. She couldn’t help but 
envision herself making her way through the 
entrance to the Main Quadrangle, enraptured by 
the smell of ivy and timeworn books beneath the 
gaze of the haunting (yet charming) gargoyles; Dr. 
Skowron Olortegui found the University alluring. 
When it came time for college, she applied to the 
University’s undergraduate College. “I applied 
early decision, because I thought to myself if I 
could get in there, I’m not going to go anywhere 
else,” she said. “I was applying to other schools in 
the meantime, but when I got in, I withdrew all my 
other applications; I was sold immediately.”

The University of Chicago allows minds to flourish 
and explore the unknown. Brows furrow and 
hands ascend fervently as diverse and full-bodied 
discussions echo throughout the halls of Cobb 
Hall, continuing onto the Main Quad and into 
Hutchinson Commons. Like many “lifers” at the 
University, Dr. Skowron Olortegui was immediately 
taken with the University and could never really 

see herself leaving. Which is why in her fourth 
year at the College she applied to the Pritzker 
School of Medicine’s Accelerated Medical Scholars 
Program—which resulted in her fourth year of 
undergraduate study overlapping with her first 
year of medical school.

She didn’t know she would go into surgery until 
she was on rotations in medical school. “I honestly 
thought I was going to do pediatrics, but there 
was something about surgery that just blended so 
well with my personality,” she said.

Not only was Dr. Skowron Olortegui passionate 
about learning, like many members of this 
intellectual community, but she enjoyed the 
immediate aspect of helping someone with an 
intervention. She did her fourth-year rotation 
with the colorectal team, under the direction of 
world-renowned colorectal surgeons: Professor 
of Surgery Roger D. Hurst, MD, and Associate 
Professor of Surgery Konstantin Umanskiy, MD. “It 
was a whirlwind, but it was amazing,” she said. “I 
fell in love with the department here.”

Dr. Skowron Olortegui’s dedication to the 
University and its Department of Surgery is solid. 
From the moment her parents planted the kernel 
of possibility when she was a child, she nurtured 
her dream and cultivated her destiny; she now 
dwells in the land that once seemed like a far-
fetched utopia.

“So it’s become my second home basically,” she 
said. “In fact, I’ve probably spent more time at 
the University of Chicago than anywhere else; I’ve 
never left, because I just love this place so much.”

Being hospitable in the hospital
One of the things that Dr. Skowron Olortegui takes 
pride in is her ability to make an uncomfortable 
and scary experience less so for patients. She 
consistently reminds them that colon and rectal 
care and surgery is her specialty, and that she is 
there to help them. She reassures her patients by 
telling them, “You’re among friends; you know 
you can relax here.” Many of her patients are 
simply embarrassed by the nature of their medical 
conditions, which often leads to concealment. 
It’s not uncommon for patients to wait to seek 
medical treatment until it has become unbearable, 
and so Dr. Skowron Olortegui’s goal is to help 
them understand that their condition is nothing  
to be embarrassed about and that she is there 
 to help.

The UChicago Medicine colorectal team 
encompasses a team of expert clinicians who 
create a supportive and empathetic atmosphere 
for patients. “It’s just a matter of encouraging 
them to seek help, because these things may 
seem embarrassing,” said Dr. Skowron Olortegui. 
“It’s a part of the human experience, but when 
you’re living it and you’ve never had this happen 
to you before, it can seem so scary and so foreign.”

Both kindness and grace profoundly ring true with 
the concept of holistic care. Dr. Skowron Olortegui 
always tries to create an exultant environment for 
her patients, as many of them have been suffering 
in silence for extended periods of time. “When 
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their chart says that they’ve had this for months 
or that they couldn’t get in to see a doctor until 
now, usually I say I’m so sorry that we’re meeting 
like this. You must have been suffering for a long 
time,” she said. “I learned this from Chief of Colon 
& Rectal Surgery Neil H. Hyman, MD, because 
he’s so good with patients.” She listens to each 
of her patients absorbedly and levels with them 
to get a comprehensive understanding of where 
they are, physically and mentally. “For some 
of the IBD patients, they might be feeling that 
having to explain their story again to another 
doctor is daunting,” said Dr. Skowron Olortegui. 
“I’ll just want them to know that it’s OK to get 
comfortable, tell me what’s bothering them and 
what’s hurting them.”

Earlier this year, a concerned mother reached out 
to David T. Rubin, MD, Joseph B. Kirsner Professor 
of Medicine and a renowned gastroenterologist 
at the University of Chicago Medicine, and 
explained that her son had a pilonidal cyst and 
was experiencing a substantial amount of pain. 
A pilonidal cyst is an abnormal pocket in the skin 
that typically contains hair and skin debris. If a 
pilonidal cyst becomes infected, the resulting 
abscess is often unbearably painful.

“I have conversations with patients about whether 
or not we should completely excise the cyst, 
because that procedure can be really painful,”  
said Dr. Skowron Olortegui. “It can cause some 
wound issues, and so I usually let the patient 
decide when they feel like it’s time. So for 
someone who’s had an infection just once, we can 
try some strategies to reduce the chances of it 
getting infected again. If those things don’t work 
and they keep getting these painful infections, 
then certainly I recommend to remove the cyst.”

Without hesitation, Dr. Rubin recommended Dr. 
Skowron Olortegui. Instead of the patient having 
to wait weeks for relief, Dr. Skowron Olortegui  
was able to perform an office procedure that 
provided instantaneous relief. “I did an office 
incision procedure where I opened the cyst and 
allowed the infection to drain out; that provides 
basically instant relief, because that pressure and 
the pain from the infection are drained,” she said. 
The patient, as well as his mother, could not have 
been more pleased with the kind and thoughtful 
care he received. As difficult as the pain from the 
cyst had been, this patient also suffered from 
severe depression and anxiety. In this instance,  
Dr. Skowron Olortegui’s sensitivity was as 
important as her surgical skill.

The defining moments
It was on a Friday, in the wee hours of the 
morning, when Dr. Skowron Olortegui received 
a call about a patient who had perforated 
diverticulitis and was about to code in the 
emergency room. She hastily made her way 

to the operating room. The patient’s intestine 
was scarred profusely. “She was so sick that I 
remember having lots of moments where I would 
pause and talk to the anesthesiologists, because 
the best operation for her seemed like it might not 
be possible,” said Dr. Skowron Olortegui.

There are various “bailout” procedures a surgeon 
could have pursued, such as cleaning the infection 
and sending the patient to the ICU in order 
to come back the next day, but she remained 
steadfast—determined to perform the operation. 
Amid a vortex of incredible pressure, Dr. Skowron 
Olortegui kept working and the patient not only 
stabilized, but improved.

“Ultimately, I did the intended operation for her, 
which was a resection of the colon and an end 
colostomy,” said Dr. Skowron Olortegui. “The 
patient was pretty sick for a few weeks in the 
hospital recovering from that, but actually she was 
my very first case, and she came to her post-op 
appointment with two dozen roses for me.” Dr. 
Skowron Olortegui never expected the gesture, 
but it reaffirmed her strong commitment to the 
well-being of her patients and the surgical path 
she had chosen.

Her inspiring and meaningful actions that day em-
body the spirit of our surgical team—an inexorable 
pursuit to provide the finest care possible.

Improving J-pouch outcomes
In addition to her work in the operating room, 
Dr. Skowron Olortegui is dedicated to her 
research and passionate about finding ways 
to improve surgical outcomes. During her 
residency, she worked alongside Dr. Umanskiy 
to build a database of experiences of patients 
with J-pouches. A J-pouch is a reconstructive 
procedure after colon resection, mainly for 
ulcerative colitis. It is made using a loop of small 
intestine, which is connected to the top of the anal 
canal to allow for the expulsion of stool. “When 
we looked at that data, we saw some interesting 
trends,” she said. “A lot of our patients were 
ultimately losing their pouch, and we looked back 
at the various reasons for that. So many patients 
have a telling background, but we don’t really 
know what their actual outcomes are, and I think 
that’s a big gap in our knowledge.”

Dr. Skowron Olortegui recently received 
Institutional Review Board approval for this 
research. She is planning to build a database of  
all the Colon & Rectal Surgery patients so that  
her team can more easily study their own 
outcomes—examining what’s working well and 
where they can optimize their practice to  
improve patient care.

The Department of Surgery is composed of 
a team of innovative leaders like Dr. Skowron 
Olortegui who are—through explorative 

research—always striving to improve the quality 
of life for patients and provide a more promising 
future for them.
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